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Reference letter 
 

 

To Whom it may concern: 

 

 

Agrana Fruit Luka is a fruit and berry grower company, which belong to Agrana Group 

(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Agrana). Our mainly products are  apples, strawberry, sour cherry, raspberry 

and some wheat crops. Our Website link https://ua.agrana.com/en/about-us/agrana-in-ukraine#!agrana-

fruit-luka  

 Mr. Volodymyr Gordovoy came to the company in December 2003 and after short work in repair 

workshop on August 2004 moved to our agriculture project as a manager-agronomist for strawberry, 

raspberry and wheat growing as he had got appropriate background education at Poltava State Agrarian 

Academy , Degree in Agronomy and Post-Graduate Coursework International MBA Course in Agriculture 

Weihenstefan University of Applied Sciences, Triesdorf, Germany. After few years of successefull work he 

was promoted to the position of Chief Agronomist for Berries & Grain Crops and stay on this position till 

present days.  

His main job purpose is organization and control of all the stages of agricultural production: growing 

and harvesting of strawberry, raspberry and grain;  

 

Key job responsibilities: 

- Organization and control of growing and harvesting of strawberry, raspberry and grain crops in order 

to achieve the highest possible yields and quality; 

- Develop the production technological charts;  

- Control of proper technological processes observance; control of the efficient use of agro-chemicals, 

fertilizers, other agricultural components; 

- Organize the work of seasonal workers in the field during the harvesting season (up to 1500 people) 

and in the sorting hall during the sorting season; 

- Perform general duties on the peak season and on demand, drive a semi-truck, operate a tractors with  

special equipment, operate a combine during grain crops harvest. Maintain and adjust the agriculture 

machines, train the staff to operate the machinery.  

 

Mr. Gordovoy is a driven individual who has consistently been a significant  performer in our team. 

As a Chief Agronomist, he brought our company in the toprank of the  fruitgrower in Ukraine. He has 

excellent safety record and performance reviews, skilled in working effectively with teams from diverse 

socioeconomic and cultural backgrounds, work well under pressure, deadlines and in the fast paced 

environment, highly organized team-builder with strong leadership experience, excellent decisionmaker, 

his knowledge and ability to understand and predict  the processes in agriculture are outstanding. Also 

his thinking is definitely out of box and great help in the uncertain situations. 
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I believe that Mr. Gordovoy is an asset to any organization, and I have no doubt that he will bring 

the qualities of dedication, hard work, talent and contribute to the overall wealth of any company.I highly 

recommend without reservation Volodymyr Gordovoy for any position related to his knowledge, skills  

and experience. 

 

Sincerely,  

 

 

 
 
 

Natalia SMITIUKH  
Human Resources | Head of HR / Country Business Unit 
 
AGRANA Fruit Ukraine TOV | S. Zulinskyi 32 | 21022 Vinnytsia, Ukraine 

Phone: +380 432 553 546 | Fax: +380 432 553 502 

E-Mail: natalia.smitiukh@agrana.com | http://www.agrana.ua |  
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